Min-Trap™
Document Contaminant Abiotic Degradation or Immobilization

Many in-situ groundwater treatment technologies for chlorinated solvents, as well as many
metals and other contaminants, rely upon the formation, dissolution, and/or transformation
of target solid-phase minerals either to sequester or degrade groundwater contaminants.
However, evaluation of these solid-phase minerals and/or processes is often only inferred
from aqueous phase conditions (i.e., groundwater sampling) because of the significant
challenges and costs associated with the collection of solid-phase samples.

The Mineral Trap Sampler (Min-Trap™, patent pending) technology is a new, cost-effective in-situ
monitoring tool for passively collecting direct mineralogical data to manage in-situ remediation
programs. Min-Traps solve many challenges inherent to the evaluation of mineral formation and
transformation processes of interest for a variety of in-situ remedial approaches by:
(1) providing direct feedback from the subsurface regarding the formation, characteristics, and
activity of target minerals
(2) eliminating the costs, time, data quality, and health and safety risks associated with drilling for samples
(3) providing a technical basis to support estimates of long-term mineral stability and/or reactivity
and implications for transition from active to passive treatment
(4) confirming ongoing effectiveness of active in-situ remediation, passive treatment, and long-term
monitoring programs.

Applications
The Min-Trap™ is applicable to a wide variety of contaminants and treatment approaches.
Target Observation
within the Min-Trap™
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Enhanced Reductive
Dechlorination & Combined
Biotic/Abiotic Treatment

Chlorinated solvents

Reactive iron mineral formation,
such as magnetite, mackinawite,
and/or pyrite

In-situ Chemical Oxidation

Metals that co-precipitate or adsorb
to iron oxides (e.g., arsenic),
metals that form low-solubility oxides

Iron oxides or other metal oxides
containing co-precipitated and/or
adsorbed metalloids/metals

In-situ Chemical Reduction

Cr(VI), U, metals that form sulfides

Increase in the total to dissolved
ratio of a metal over time, or FeSx
or other metal sulfide formation

pH neutralization
(increase or decrease)

Metals

Increase in solid-phase metals
in the Min-Trap™
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Design and Deployment
The Min-Trap™ is a novel approach to directly monitor the formation of minerals associated with a variety of
active and passive remediation technologies using a standard monitoring well network. The Min-Trap™
consists of a solid porous medium (e.g., silica sand, iron oxide sand, or site soil) contained within a
water-permeable mesh. The Min-Trap™ is deployed within the screened interval of a conventional 2-inch (or
larger) monitoring well for an incubation period and is then retrieved, preserved, and submitted to a laboratory
for mineral characterization.
As shown in the figure, Min-Traps are deployed as part of an Enhanced Reductive Dechlorination (ERD) remedy
in which strongly reducing conditions are created through organic carbon injection. The geochemically reducing
conditions induced within the treatment area promote both the biological degradation process as well as the
formation of reactive iron minerals in the aquifer which drive long-term abiotic contaminant degradation. These
reactive iron minerals will also precipitate in the Min-Trap™, where they are directly verified and documented. The
Min-Trap™ can also be used in a similar way to demonstrate the formation of insoluble minerals that
permanently sequester metal contaminants, such as chromium or uranium.

Minerals precipitating
in the aquifer
Mineral precipitates captured
in Min-Trap™ matrix
Monitoring Well Screened Interval
Dissolved solutes
in groundwater

Slotted PVC Housing
Permeable mesh
Non-reactive sand matrix
(or reactive media, or site soil)
Open interior facilitates groundwater
flux through Min-Trap™

Analysis Package for Reactive Iron Minerals
Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS): Mineralogy and
Elemental Composition
SEM is a powerful technique that can visually identify target minerals in the Min-Trap™ sample and generate
valuable information about particle sizes, shapes, and surface area. EDS is used to determine the elemental
composition at multiple locations within the sample. The elemental ratio is used to identify the minerals
present in the sample.

Scanning electron micrographs of a Min-Trap™ field sample after incubation at an ERD site. Elemental maps
produced through energy-dispersive spectroscopy indicate that iron (center) and sulfur (right) are co-located
in discrete nanometer-scale particles, shown on the surface of a quartz sand grain.
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Aqueous and Mineralogical Intrinsic Bioremediation Assessment (AMIBA): Iron and Sulfur Biogeochemistry
AMIBA is a collection of analyses performed to quantify iron and sulfur availability in various redox states to
allow assessment of the microbial/mineral/contaminant interactions. More specifically, AMIBA includes:
•

Acid volatile sulfide (AVS): Amount of sulfides present as iron monosulfides like mackinawite.

•

Chromium extractable sulfides (CrES): The fraction of total sulfides correlating to elemental sulfur
S 0 and FeS2 (pyrite). The sum of AVS and CrES is generally considered a measure of the total sulfides
in the sample.

•

Strong acid soluble ferrous and ferric iron (SAS-Fe): Considered the “bulk Fe” present in a sample.
During the extraction, ferrous iron (Fe 2+) and total iron are measured. SAS-Fe 3+ is then determined
by subtracting SAS-Fe 2+ from the total iron.

•

Weak acid soluble ferrous and ferric iron (WAS-Fe): Considered the sum of bioavailable ferric iron
(WAS-Fe 3+) and biogenic ferrous iron (WAS-Fe 2+). During the weak acid extraction, ferrous iron (Fe 2+)
and total iron are measured. WAS-Fe 3+ is then determined by subtracting WAS-Fe 2+ from the total iron.

CENSUS® qPCR for Acetylene Hydratase (AHY), Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria (APS), and Methanogens (MGN)
Acetylene is a common intermediate produced during abiotic degradation of chlorinated compounds
including PCE and TCE. While detection in groundwater would indicate abiotic degradation, acetylene can be
biologically degraded under anaerobic conditions and may not appreciably accumulate in groundwater. As an
alternative, the abiotic assessment package includes CENSUS ® qPCR quantification of acetylene hydratase
genes encoding the enzyme that mediates anaerobic acetylene biodegradation. While indirect, growth of
acetylene degraders would suggest acetylene production even if dissolved acetylene has not been detected
in groundwater samples.
CENSUS qPCR® assays for sulfate-reducing bacteria and methanogens can also be used as a line of
evidence to demonstrate a sulfate-reducing biogeochemical regime.
Magnetic Susceptibility – Magnetite
For environmental samples, magnetic susceptibility provides an inexpensive estimate of the quantity of
magnetite, a mixed valence iron mineral. The role of magnetite in abiotic degradation of chlorinated ethenes
is currently undergoing intensive research. Wiedemeier et al. (2017) have reported a correlation between
chlorinated ethene degradation rates and magnetic susceptibility while more recent studies have concluded
that ferrous iron precipitates are needed for abiotic degradation in the presence of magnetite.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) – Mackinawite, Pyrite, Magnetite, and Green Rust
XRD is one of the primary techniques used to identify unknown crystalline materials. Most minerals are
crystalline and will scatter X-rays in a regular, characteristic manner dependent on their crystal structure.
Mackinawite is the most reactive of the iron-bearing minerals and will transform PCE, TCE, carbon
tetrachloride, and some more heavily chlorinated ethanes such as hexachloroethane, pentachloroethane, and
tetrachloroethanes. Pyrite (FeS2) catalyzes abiotic degradation of PCE, TCE, cis-DCE, vinyl chloride, and
carbon tetrachloride. Under certain conditions, XRD can also detect magnetite and green rust.
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